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C onsider
R ead
E lucidate hypotheses
A nalyze and interpret the data
T hink of the next
E xperiment

CREATE Rubric
C.R.E.A.T.E.
Step

What am I doing?

I will learn to:

What goes in my
CREATE Notebook:

•Read the Introduction

Consider

•Relate old and new •CONCEPT MAP
knowledge
•Construct CONCEPT
•10 SENTENCES
MAPS that identify the
•Define what I do
THAT SUMMARIZE
major concepts discussed and don’t know
INFORMATION
in the introduction
about a topic
FROM YOUR
CONCEPT MAP
•Examine the relationships •Review to fill gaps
between the
in my knowledge
•GLOSSARY OF
independent and
RELEVANT
dependent variables
VOCABULARY

Adapted from
Hoskins, SG, & Stevens, LM. (2009). Learning our limits: less is more in science teaching. Advances in Physiology Education, 33, 17-20.

Student Concept Maps
• Freshman Student
– “Native / Invasive
species fall under the
study of ecosystems”
– “Inwood has trees because
it is a forest, which is
affected by the level of
human activity”
– “Urban Parks, because of
their location, probably
have the most activity”

CREATE Rubric
C.R.E.A.T.E.
Step

What am I doing?

•Read the Methods &
Materials

Read

•DRAW CARTOONS that
model the methods
researchers used to
collect their data

I will learn to:

What goes in my
CREATE Notebook:

•Visualize the
experiments by
representing “what
•CARTOONS /
went on in the
DRAWINGS THAT
field/laboratory”
ILLUSTRATE THE
•Link specific
METHODS AND
MATERIALS USED
methods to
specific data
IN EACH
EXPERIMENT
•Describe how
researchers
generated the data

Adapted from
Hoskins, SG, & Stevens, LM. (2009). Learning our limits: less is more in science teaching. Advances in Physiology Education, 33, 17-20.

Student Cartoons

CREATE Rubric
C.R.E.A.T.E.
Step

Elucidate
hypotheses

What am I doing?

I will learn to:

What goes in my
CREATE Notebook:

•Propose a testable
hypothesis for each
figure/table

•Define, in my own
words, the
question being
asked or
hypothesis being
tested in
experiments
related to each
figure or table

•HYPOTHESIS FOR
EACH
FIGURE/TABLE

Adapted from
Hoskins, SG, & Stevens, LM. (2009). Learning our limits: less is more in science teaching. Advances in Physiology Education, 33, 17-20.

Student Cartoons
(Sophomore)

CREATE Rubric
C.R.E.A.T.E.
Step

Analyze
and
interpret
the data

What am I doing?

•

Read Results

•

Analyze data to identify what
researchers actually found

•

Identify interesting findings or
results

•

Predict which results
researchers will focus on in the
Discussion

•

Read Discussion/Conclusion

•

Identify important findings

•

Describe how researchers
explain their results

I will learn to:

•

Actively engage with data

•

Determine the significance
of each figure

•

Determine the logic of each
experiment

•

Define controls and
determine their role

•

Relate data presented to
results derived

•

Debate the significance of
the data, defend my own
ideas, and intelligently
criticize the authors’
interpretations

What goes in my
CREATE Notebook:

•

10 FIGURE
ANNOTATIONS FOR EACH
FIGURE/TABLE

•

COMPLETED ANALYSIS
TEMPLATES FOR EACH
FIGURE/TABLE

•

BULLETED LIST OF 10
PREDICTED DISCUSSION
POINTS

•

BULLETED LISTS OF
ACTUAL DISCUSSION
POINTS

Adapted from
Hoskins, SG, & Stevens, LM. (2009). Learning our limits: less is more in science teaching. Advances in Physiology Education, 33, 17-20.

Figure Annotations

Figure Analysis Template
1) “Official” title for this figure or table (from the
caption):
2) My (simplified, decoded, in regular language)
title for this figure or table:
3) The specific hypothesis being tested, or specific
question being asked in the experiment
represented here is:
ANALYSIS:

•
–

First, refer to your cartoon of what the
experimenters did, and to your annotated figure,
and to the information you wrote in above. Then,
answer the following for each figure or

4a) For descriptive studies,
–

If we compare panel(s) __________ and
__________, or columns __________ and
___________, we learn about :

4b) For experimental tests, the controls in this
experiment are:
–

They are represented (in which part of the chart or
graph, or what figure panels?):

–

The experimentals are:

–

They are represented:

–

We need to compare the controls in ______ with the
experimentals in ______to find out:

–

When we do this, we learn that:

5) Overall, what we learn from this figure is:
6) The following issues are ones of concern to me:
(these can be things you don’t understand or
criticisms of the method, questions for the
authors, or anything else that comes to mind):

CREATE Rubric
C.R.E.A.T.E.
Step

What am I doing?

I will learn to:
•

Think of the
next

Experiment

•

•

Recognize
research as a
never-ending
process

Design an experiment or
study that follows up on
the current research

•

Cartoon the follow-up
study’s procedure for inclass discussion

Exercise creativity
in experimental
design

•

Consider that
multiple options
exist; science is
not necessarily
linear and
predictable

What goes in my
CREATE Notebook:

•

HYPOTHESIS FOR
NEW EXPERIMENT

•

DESCRIPTION OF
NEW EXPERIMENT
(VARIABLES,
MATERIALS, ETC.)

•

DRAW CARTOON
OF METHODS

Adapted from
Hoskins, SG, & Stevens, LM. (2009). Learning our limits: less is more in science teaching. Advances in Physiology Education, 33, 17-20.

Research Proposals

Grant Panel Exercise
• Student groups present
“Next Experiments” to
class
• Students can only
“fund” one project
• Students must pose
questions / defend
research proposal

